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Brass –
Brass G

Brass M

Brass CV

Stainless steel

Almost 55 % of all sold SERTO
components are made of brass
and they account for almost
20 % of the total sales.
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the basis of our success
Brass is one of the first alloys that was specially manufactured
and it has been known and used for more than 3000 years.
Our customers use SERTO brass products in applications that
mainly deal with water or coolants. The low costs as well as
the good processability of the material speak in favour of this.
Brass, the material
Copper alloys, particularly bronze (copper-tin) and brass (copper-zinc), are considered the first alloys that were specially
manufactured by humans. Today, there are
approximately 70 different brass alloys that
mainly differ in terms of their zinc content. Its
colour changes from brownish to light yellow
depending on the zinc content. The addition
of lead improves the machining characteristics of the material but the eroded lead in
water pipes can cause damage to health.
Therefore, SERTO has been using a brass
alloy with a maximum lead content of 2.2 %
for many years.
Then and now, users have appreciated the
good machining characteristics of brass:
high resistance, deformability, strain hardening and good sliding properties.
SERTO brass range
SERTO offers three brass ranges, which are
all based on the same alloy. The material
designation sheds light on the composition:
CuZn40Pb2 (CW617N) – 40 % zinc, 2 %
lead, the rest (i.e. 58 %) copper.
The Brass G range with imperial connection
threads was originally developed for heating
and sanitary facilities, where inch threads
were worked with for historical reasons. In
this case, the reductions are achieved within
the nut.
Products from the Brass M range have union
nuts with metric threads and are mainly used
within mechanical engineering in lubricant
or coolant pipelines. Reduction clamping
rings are available for tube size differences.
SERTO recommends the use of copper pipes
for these brass products.
The Brass M range is also available as a
chemically nickel-plated range (Brass CV)

and is characterised by a greater surface
hardness and improved resistance towards
corrosion, abrasion and wear. To achieve a
stainless-steel like appearance, SERTO advises the combination with stainless steel tubes.
Caution, this has an impact on pressure
resistance! Compare the different nominal
pressure ratings in the catalogue.
Advantages of brass products
At that time, the Brass M and stainless steel
ranges were developed together and the
geometries and sizes were almost identical.
The products can be easily combined with
one another and exchanged, provided that
this is permitted by the resistances and pressure requirements.
The brass union (M/G)–copper tube combination absorbs more pressure than the brass
union (CV)–stainless steel tube combo and
ideally it absorbs as much pressure as the
stainless steel union–stainless steel tube combo. The softer the materials, the better the
deformability and thus, the positive fit.
A repeat assembly is unproblematic for
brass parts. Contrary to the stainless steel
parts, there is no galling in this case, and
the nuts can be easily loosened even after a
longer period of time.
Brass unions are less expensive compared
to similar stainless steel unions. Although the
raw material itself is more expensive. Why
is this? Production is less time-consuming
because the material is soft and as a result
processing times and tool wear are much
lower. Furthermore, the chips that accumulate during machining are simply recycled
without impairing the quality, which is why
the material price is based on the actual
piece weight.
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Customer report

CryoCapCell

Liquid nitrogen
Outlet
(1048 bar, -196°C)

Liquid nitrogen
Injection
(2100 bar, -196°C)

Ethanol
Injection
(37°C)
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Revolution in microscopy
The CryoCapsule® ensures that biological samples remain stable from one microscopic examination to the next. This new
form of sampling for high-pressure freezers was developed by
an extremely ambitious French family business.
CryoCapCell is a start-up company based in
Paris and it developes laboratory equipment
for research purposes. In 2013, Mr Xavier
Heiligenstein, biologist and postdoc at the
Institut Curie and his father Jérôme Heiligenstein, material processing specialist and already a successful company founder, founded the family business. Using the aid money
from the Agence Natio and the EU as well as
proprietary assets, the company developed
and manufactured a new generation of high
pressure freezers around the CryoCapsule®.
The high pressure freezers were already
developed in the 1980s in order to freeze
cell samples quickly and carefully. However,
a more complex process was required for
sample preparation. The CryoCapsule® is a
new tool used in the area of high pressure
freezing (HPF) and correlative light-electron
microscopy (CLEM), which revolutionised
scientific work involving cell samples. These
can be preserved so that they deliver guaranteed, comparable values when examined
on different devices.
The biological sample is located within a
capsule made of sapphire and gold with a
5 mm diameter. A robot places the capsule
in a special freezer, which is injected with liquid nitrogen at a temperature of -196°C and
a pressure rating of 2100 bar and this seals
the sample within 10 milliseconds. The chamber is subsequently ventilated to be able to
analyse the sample. The automatic process
significantly reduces the time required to
transfer the sample from the microscope to
the freezer from ten to two seconds.

Four labs are already using the CryoCapCell technology. The company has tried to
increase the brand awareness and attempted to boost the demand for the product by
taking part in competitions, conferences and
through publications in scientific journals.
And it's looking good: The family business
is experiencing strong growth in France as
well as abroad.
SERTO was able to accompany the development of the CryoCapsule®: SERTO brass unions are used for the supply of liquid nitrogen
in the low pressure range and for ventilation
at 1048 bar. In doing so, the cell sample is
stored in a sealing chamber, which is filled
with ethanol at a temperature of 37°C.
Unions that were easy to assemble and dismantle, and which also offer different combination possibilities were indispensable for
the production of prototypes. The safety of
long-term leak-tightness is a necessity for
global use under extreme conditions. Radially demountable, metallic sealing compression ferrule unions without o-rings and
the modular system perfectly meet these
requirements. The reduced number of components required, the reusability thereof and
their long service life prove to be particularly
useful.
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SERTO Raccorderie −
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our Italian expertise
For more than 15 years, SERTO Raccorderie has been our main
supplier for turned brass parts and for the past four years, part
of the SERTO Group. Investments in the machine pool resulted
in significantly higher productivity and flexibility. The customers appreciate the attractive product range that is combined
with the customary high SERTO quality standards.
The SERTO Raccorderie company in Northern Italy at the Brembate di Sopra location
has been producing turned brass parts for
more than 30 years and possesses a very
high level of expertise in the area of production and processing. Back then it was still
supplying Gressel under the name «Bremboraccorderie», and since 2002 it has been
the main supplier for machined SERTO brass
unions. The production facility has been part
of SERTO Group since May 2014.
In the last 4 years, SERTO invested in its
own machine pool. 21 high-performance,
curve-controlled 6-spindle lathes guarantee
consistent quality and cheap prices with fewer complex turned parts in large quantities.
Eight 2-spindle CNC automatic lathes and
one highly productive, fully automatic 6-spindle CNC automatic lathe offer the greatest
possible flexibility in complex constructions
and batch sizes. Thanks to the fully automatic bar loading and rotary plate for the
incorporation and transport of the produced
components, the CNC machines run 24
hours/a day, and at night without an operator. The range of services of our turning shop
is expanding and will be appealing for new
applications and customers. Today, SERTO
Raccorderie processes 400 tonnes of bar
materials per year to produce around 13
million turned parts, whereby most of them
are delivered to SERTO AG in Frauenfeld.

The well equipped production facilities enable supplementary processes to be carried
out majorily in-house, for example thread cutting and drilling, milling and knurling, bending, heat treatments in 4 furnaces as well as
labelling. All components pass through a
semi-automatic washing system that removes
the oil and lubricant residues in 4 wash cycles. The washed out oils and the alcohol
used for the process are filtered and reused.
SERTO Raccorderie offers several advantages: The location benefits from perfect conditions, and not only regarding raw material
procurement in “Italy, the brass country”. A
lean organisation and optimum use of machines have a positive impact on the cost
structure. Careful quality assurance with the
correct equipment, 17 experienced employees and process-aided work ensure high
quality standards. 500 measurement instruments are managed and regularly calibrated using a special software. As is customary
across the whole SERTO Group, Raccorderie
is also ISO 9001 certified.
Since 2017, Raccorderie has not just manufactured brass components, but has also
become the manufacturer of the new SERTO
aluminium range.
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Connection direction –
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the choice is yours
The SERTO modular system provides you with different options for mounting adjustable unions. A turned standpipe that
serves as a connecting tube section is an essential part of the
adjustment components. A banjo union is even more efficient
and compact.
Being able to adjust elbow unions or male
adaptor tee unions on existing pipelines has
been an important criterion in many applications. The adjustment of a simple elbow union is defined by the assembly of the conical
screw-in thread; only then will the position of
the pipe connection side be evident. Not an
issue when hoses are used. However, what
happens if you want to connect tubes? Our
adjustable unions use a turned standpipe
that acts as an intermediate tube section during connection. The union is adjusted and
then firmly mounted to the pin. these unions
need a specific installation height. The banjos are much more compact.
Structure of a single banjo
Single banjos can be found in almost every
SERTO range: stainless steel, brass, steel,
polyamide and aluminium. The small, compact union is composed of a banjo bolt with
a screw-in thread, where the swivel head is
mounted with the connection thread. In an
unmounted state, this can be turned freely.
During assembly it is fixed in a desired direction and simultaneously seals the media
channel with the sealing edge or a sealing
ring (copper sealing discs visible in the photos). A simple principle. Single banjos are
used where an extremely low construction
height is required.

The single banjo sectional drawing illustrates
the path of the medium: the medium flows
out of the tube and the swivel head around
the banjo bolt until it reaches the inside of
the channel by means of their openings
and from there it flows into the connector
receptacle. The change in direction and
passing through the banjo bolt can result in
turbulence, a higher flow rate and a loss in
pressure, however, these impacts are not a
problem for media with lower viscosity that
are under pressure.
Brass banjo range
In the brass M range SERTO offers the greatest selection of banjo unions, also available
as a 2-fold elbow or tee union and even with
a throttle valve and throttle check valve. Variants that were developed for specific applications and have since been a part of the
standard range. The 2-fold elbow union in
particular, offers the highest flexibility, allows
the connection of two pipelines that do not
need to come from opposing directions, as
is the case for the tee banjos. Our customers
use the valve solutions as compressed control in pneumatics for example, where the air
supply can be continuously dosed.

Single banjo with throttle check valve
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for water sports athletes
Summer is coming and it will bring with it the high season for
all outdoor sports enthusiasts, whether they are travelling on
foot, wheels or on the water. This also applies to both SERTO
employees presented here, that looked and found a way to
balance office life on the water. Wind and waves are desired
and increase the fun factor!
Philippe Petit

Berry Donkersloot

Sales force North West France
and kayaker

Branch Manager SERTO Italiana
and surfer

Mr Petit has been working for SERTO France
for 27 years and has been in charge of
the north-west sales territory, which is approx. one quarter of France. Mr Petit travels
around 40,000 km per year for customer
visits. But even after so many years, he still
enjoys his job: it is not just the new customer
contacts, new orders and projects, but the
SERTO team relocated and changed during
this time as well.

In March 2018, Berry Donkersloot celebrated his 10 year anniversary as the head of
the SERTO Italiana branch. He is very committed to managing the branch, maintaining
the sales network and key accounts. Mr
Donkersloot was born in the Netherlands
and came to Italy on a student exchange
programme. After his degree, he worked in
various different Italian companies prior to
joining SERTO.

After a tiring day at the office, Mr Petit enjoys jogging in the surrounding area but on
the weekends, he switches sports. Mr Petit,
a passionate kayaker, admitted that he
discovered this sport a little late, 18 years
ago to be exact, but he is more enthusiastic
about the sport now than ever before. In the
winter he mainly does all the maintenance
work on the boats and helps out his club.
As soon as the weather improves, he can be
seen enjoying the water. He enjoys teaching
young people and the young at heart how
to use a paddle and how to “understand the
river”. Once or twice a year, his club organises a trip down turbulent waters to put what
they've learned into practice. The “Rallye de
la Cure” is a highlight that takes place on
the last weekend of September. The French
Burgundy region south-east of Paris attracts
paddlers with boat tours and the Cure, the
mountain-range river, offers something for
everyone on 16 kilometres of calm waters
through to white water class 3+. Last year, in
the very difficult passage called “Goulou”,
Mr Petit came out of the raging water facing
backwards without capsizing and was applauded by the audience. Respect!

In his free time, Mr Donkersloot is passionate about windsurfing, a trendy sport from
the 70s and 80s. Back then he still lived in
the Netherlands and at the age of 13 he
learned how to sail and started participating
in regattas. He experienced the appearance
of shorter and more extreme boards first
hand, but his true passion for longboards,
tactical strategies and the challenges faced
in traditional regattas still remained. Windsurfer class regattas have been taking
place in Italy since 2011 and these include
the original windsurf boards and modern
equipment. Since the first regatta in 2011
on Lake Kaltern, he has been travelling to
different national regattas, Italian and European championships all around Italy with his
wife and children. Each year, regattas take
place in Tuscany, in Mondello, Sicily, on Sardinia, the Roman coast, Lake Garda and in
the Marche region. Now many enthusiastic
windsurfers can be found throughout the Italian peninsula and together they ensure that
splendour is added to this wonderful sailing
class that associated with the Italian sailing
federation FIV.
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News
Lead-free brass
SERTO components in lead-free brass
are approved for use with drinking
water by the SVGW [Swiss Gas
and Water Industry] and the DVGW
[German Technical and Scientific Association for Gas and Water]. The
basis for this is the material that is
used, a special brass that contains silicon. Furthermore, all individual parts
are cleaned of deposits and specially
packaged. The SERTO unions made
of lead-free brass are marked with
a four-leaf clover, which is visible
on each individual component as a
press cut and as a sticker on each
packaging.
These products are not only free of
toxic additives but also present technically advanced properties compared
to normal brass. They are less susceptible to dezincification and stress
corrosion, they are seawater resistant
and have a significantly higher tensile
strength that is in the range of commercially available steel. The higher
CAD library
For some years now, we have been
offering you the option of downloading CAD data for our catalogue items
via the SERTO CAD library. You not
only get the CAD models as a neutral STEP file, but exactly in the format
you need. This service is free for our
customers.

contact with media. A combination Dear customers
with normal brass is entirely reason- and business associates,
able and keeps the additional costs
The SERTO Group, like many other
under control.
companies, is currently enjoying a nicely filled order book. Overall, this is a
positive situation, although it does bring
These properties ensure that the leadsome challenges.
free brass unions are a perfect alterAt the moment, some areas of raw manative for steel or even stainless steel
terial procurement are experiencing botunions. In addition to conventional
tlenecks. The SERTO Group is respondapplications such as drinking water
ing to this situation with much higher and
or water treatment, these applicalonger term procurement. Furthermore,
tions can be used in outdoor installawe are investing in the latest generation,
tions with salt water or even in vehicle
ultra-modern CNC machines in our proconstruction.
duction facilities, increasing storage cachemical resistance results in the fact
that the bright shiny surface barely
tarnishes or discolours upon contact
with finger sweat. Surface treatments
such as chemical nickel plating are
possible without problems.

The material costs for lead-free brass
are higher; processing takes slightly
longer due to the higher strength and
requires special tools. Components in
an existing solution can be exchanged
because SERTO unions made of leadfree brass have the same dimensions
as their counterparts made of brass,
steel or stainless steel. Lead-free brass
is mainly used for parts that come into
In recent weeks, we have updated
the entire library for you. This means
that the latest sizes and articles, such
as the complete aluminium range
or the new stopcocks PVDF/PA, are
now available for download. In addition, we have supplemented the data
with the specification of the material,
so that you now receive this information on every 3D PDF.

pacities and continually improving our
production workflows.

The clear and primary aim is and will
continue to be maintaining exceptional
delivery capability, without any detriment to the high quality of SERTO products, so that you can continue to use
SERTO products in sufficient quantity
and optimum quality in your production
processes.
Currently we are focussing above all on
improving and extending the capacity of
You don't have a login yet? Then our brass and stainless steel production.
it's high time now. Simply move the Our brass products are ideal for lubricamouse over CAD Library and click tion, coolant and water pipes.
“Register“ at the top right. Once you
Soon SERTO will be participating in
have registered, you can choose your
different exhibitions and we would like
preferred format under “My Account“ to invite you to come and visit us at our
and automatically get the right file stand:
with every download.
•PCIM Nuremberg − 5th to 7th June,
We are pleased to welcome you to
hall 6, stand 204
the satisfied users of our CAD library.
•ACHEMA Frankfurt − 11th to
15th June, hall 8.0, stand D95
•InnoTrans Berlin − 18th to
21st September, hall 8.1, stand 213
We look forward to meeting you.
I hope you have a wonderful summer,
whether it is in or on the water and most
importantly, we hope you enjoy reading.
Yours

Masthead
Visual concept: Hochformat GmbH, Winterthur
Layout, Design, Editors: Alexandra Kuhn, Kathrin
Hellwig, Michael Busch
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Contact Switzerland (Headquarters):
SERTO AG, CH-8500 Frauenfeld
info-ch@serto.com
www.serto.com
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Andreas Mühlthaler
CEO SERTO Group

